Free Unique & Fun Tools to Help Keep You Sane
I might have a problem!
AGENDA
MUSIC & Sounds
Creative Beats!
Tap the squares to turn the beats on or off.

https://creative-beats.glitch.me/
https://musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/Song-Maker/
Coffee Grinder E.RR.KA

Jahrzehnt: unknown

Typ, Name: Typ E.RR.KA
Hersteller, Markte: unknown

https://www.conservethesound.de/
play these together, some or all, start them at any time, in any order. more info...

http://www.inbflat.net/
Don’t listen to Taylor Swift alone. We suggest...

“THE TAYLOR SWIFT”
• 6 oz. Kirsch

Serve neat. Stir vigorously.

http://drinkify.org/
People who like Gaelic Storm might also like these artists. The closer two names are, the greater the probability people will like both artists. Click on any name to travel along.
Get started making music

In these lessons, you’ll learn the basics of music making. No prior experience or equipment is required; you’ll do everything right here in your browser.

To get started, check out the boxes below. Each one contains a small piece of music. Click a box to turn it on or off.

https://learningmusic.ableton.com/
Games
https://helpsanta.inktrap.co.uk/
Find the Invisible Cow

Drag your mouse (or finger) around to find the cow. It's hiding behind the shouting.

Make sure you turn your audio on before playing.

Start Game

If you do not hear anything, it's possible that your browser does not support the Web Audio API. Currently supported browsers are Chrome 10+, Firefox 25+, Opera 15+, and Safari 6+.

https://findtheinvisiblecow.com/
Rebus #104 No Roods In Here!

6:10 AM

If you're new to Rebuses, you can read how to solve a Rebus here (link opens in a new window).

Do you need a little help? Click to reveal a clue to the above Rebus.

A clue to help decipher the hidden meaning – What direction is the word “Door” in?

Do you think you have got it? Click to view the answer.

The word “Door” is backwards, to give the answer: Backdoor
New Quizzes  Activity Feed  Unplayed

Two 'M' Words by One Hint II
by DesertSpartan
MISCELLANEOUS 🚫

It's a two for one deal! If you learn some new words, it'll be a three for one.

Click My Older Self
by senardingdong

HOT QUIZZES TRENDING NOW
- Rapper or WWE Wrestler?
- Best Picture by Clickable Image
- 5 in 15: Oceanian Countries
- Click the One-Word TV Shows
- 5 in 15: Asian Countries
- 5 in 15: African Countries
- 5 in 15: European Countries
- Two 'P' Words by One Hint
- Two 'N' and 'O' Words by One Hint
- A Beatles Lyric Letter
- 5 in 15: South American Countries
- World Geography Logic Quiz

https://www.sporcle.com/
Long ago, before the forests and mountains made way for skyscrapers and cars, when magic still existed...
https://www.autodraw.com/
http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/~lizy/mrdoob-three.js-ef5f05d/examples/webgl_ribbons.html
http://weavesilk.com/
MISCELLANOUS
The Situation

I have a stress test in the morning, lasting 30-60 minutes. I’m 45, and I want to see if my heart is healthy enough to jog. I want to take a sick day. I’m anxious about the test; but, I also have heard that they run you pretty hard (literally), and I might need time after the stress test to recover from the test and at least take a shower and change. I get six paid sick days per calendar year, and I haven’t taken one yet in 2020. I have never been disciplined for attendance in the 12 years I have worked in my current job. My wife says that I’m lazy for not going back in to work.

Let’s Settle This!

Wife

It takes an hour and if you take the day off, you have a bad work ethic.

👍 I’m with Wife!

Husband

I am not lazy because I want to use 1 sick day.

👍 I’m with Husband!

https://www.letssettlethis.com/
Enter a Drink
Diet Coke

Your Weight
130 Pounds Kilos

Calculate Your Limits...

Daily Safe Maximum
Your maximum is 7.7 cans per day.
Based on 12 fl. oz serving

Lethal Dosage
192.9 cans of Diet Coke is a lethal dose.

https://www.caffeineinformer.com/death-by-caffeine
Childhood’s End

By Arthur C. Clarke

The average reader, reading at a speed of 300 WPM, would take 3 hours and 43 minutes to read Childhood’s End by Arthur C. Clarke.

https://howlongtoread.com/
Subject suddenly moved to
Subject moved in a straight direction for ten pixels.
Subject has moved to the bottom right area of the window.
Subject has moved right.
Subject has clicked on the button.
It took the subject 2 seconds to click the button for the first time. That is faster than most others.
The Subjects machine has 8 CPU cores.
Subject has visited 3 websites before coming.
Subject has accepted the cookie.
08:50:03 and subject has made the window as big as possible.
New subject has entered. Welcome!
...
Subject clicked the button
(please click the button)

https://clickclickclick.click/
Your Silicon Valley job title is...

"STARTUP OVERLORD"

https://siliconvalleyjobtitlegenerator.tumblr.com/
ASTRONAUT

Today, you are an Astronaut. You are floating in inner space 100 miles above the surface of Earth. You peer through your window and this is what you see. You are people watching. These are fleeting moments.

These videos come from YouTube. They were uploaded in the last week and have titles like DSC 1234 and IMG 4321. They have almost zero previous views. They are unnamed, unedited, and unseen (by anyone but you).

Astronaut starts when you press Go. The video switches periodically. Click the button below the video to prevent the video from switching.

GO

http://astronaut.io/
https://xmasify.me/
Did you know that Infopeople offers courses that can be used for LSSC certification?

The Library Support Staff Certification program is designed to recognize the value and accomplishments of Library Support Staff and is managed by the American Library Association-Allied Professional Association (AL-A-PAS). Registration for several of Infopeople’s LSSC-approved courses is open now (see Merry Christmas! below). Or check out our complete list of LSSC-approved courses—each is offered at least once per year.

LSSC courses currently open for registration: Basic Cataloging and Classification (starts Jan 5) and Core Reference Fundamentals (starts Jan 12).

Merry Christmas!

- **Basic Cataloging and Classification** (starts Jan 5 - Feb 1, 2021)
- **Core Reference Fundamentals** (starts Jan 12 - Feb 22, 2021)
- **Designing Effective Online Learning Experiences for Young Children** (starts Jan 19 - Feb 1, 2021)
The Stone is a $30 plastic rock which pairs with your phone and has a motion sensor, thermocouple and button, all of which can be set to perform actions on your phone. Unfortunately, as the real reviews note, it doesn’t actually work, and you can’t carry it on your keychain (as they suggest in the picture) since that causes it to fall apart.

Like many new products, it has a bevy of five-star reviews that were left in exchange for getting a free item, which you’d think would be illegal.

http://theworstthingsforsale.com/
because I'm having a leg cut off (damned thing it got what it wanted in the end). I told you I've counted myself as incomplete for a long time, but why the fuck does everybody else need to know about it too? Now my fragmentation will be obvious for everyone to see, for you to see... That's why I'm telling you before you hear it on the grapevine. Forgive my not going to your house to say this in person, but given the circumstances and my condition, I'm not allowed to leave the room, not even to use the bathroom. It's not my intention to make you or anyone else feel pity, and I don't want you to feel guilty. I'm writing to let you know I'm releasing you, I'm amputating you. Be happy and never seek me again. I don't want to hear from you, I don't want you to hear from me. If there is anything I'd enjoy before I die, it'd be not having to see your fucking horrible bastard face wandering around my garden.

That is all, I can now go to be chopped up in peace.

Good bye from somebody who is crazy and vehemently in love with you,

Your Frida
Date of birth: April 11th, 1938

You are 82 years, 3 months and 11 days old today.

You are 30,053 days old.

Or, to put that in perspective

Fiona Apple
American singer
15,653 days old today

+  

Paris Hilton
American socialite
14,400 days old today

=  

Dad
Person getting old
30,053 days old today

Dad is exactly the same age today as Fiona Apple + Paris Hilton

http://you.regettingold.com/
Questions?
Laura Solomon
laura@oplin.ohio.gov
www.meanlaura.com
@laurasolomon